Background: Bipolar disorder (BD) mania patients exhibit poor cognition and reward-seeking/ hypermotivation, negatively impacting a patient's quality of life. Current treatments (e.g., lithium), do not treat such deficits. Treatment development has been limited due to a poor understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying these behaviors. Here, we investigated putative mechanisms underlying cognition and reward-seeking/motivational changes relevant to BD mania patients using two validated mouse models and neurochemical analyses. Methods: The effects of reducing dopamine transporter (DAT) functioning via genetic (knockdown vs. wild-type littermates), or pharmacological (GBR12909-vs. vehicle-treated C57BL/6J mice) means were assessed in the probabilistic reversal learning task (PRLT), and progressive ratio breakpoint (PRB) test, during either water or chronic lithium treatment. These tasks quantify reward learning and effortful motivation, respectively. Neurochemistry was performed on brain samples of DAT mutants ± chronic lithium using high performance liquid chromatography. Results: Reduced DAT functioning increased reversals in the PRLT, an effect partially attenuated by chronic lithium. Chronic lithium alone slowed PRLT acquisition. Reduced DAT functioning increased motivation (PRB), an effect attenuated by lithium in GBR12909-treated mice. Neurochemical analyses revealed that DAT knockdown mice exhibited elevated homovanillic acid levels, but that lithium had no effect on these elevated levels. Conclusions: Reducing DAT functioning recreates many aspects of BD mania including hypermotivation and improved reversal learning (switching), as well as elevated homovanillic acid levels. Chronic lithium only exerted main effects, impairing learning and elevating norepinephrine and serotonin levels of mice, not specifically treating the underlying mechanisms identified in these models.
The effects of reduced dopamine transporter function and chronic lithium on motivation, probabilistic learning, and neurochemistry in mice: Modeling bipolar mania 
Introduction
Bipolar disorder (BD) is a debilitating life-long illness, affecting approximately 2% of the global population (Merikangas et al., 2011) . Mania is a cardinal feature of BD and is characterized by complex and multifaceted symptoms. Symptoms of BD mania include heightened risk-taking, impaired decision-making, and increased hedonistic (reward-directed) behavior (DSM-V, 2013) . Patients with BD exhibit impaired cognitive functioning including impaired decision making in the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) (Christodoulou et al., 2006; Jollant et al., 2007; van Enkhuizen et al., 2014b) , a probabilistic reversal learning task (PRLT) that also includes reward and punishments. There is also evidence of impaired simplistic probabilistic reversal learning in youths at risk of BD (Dickstein et al., 2010) , in addition to other learning deficits (Duek et al., 2014; Pizzagalli et al., 2008) . Increased reward-directed behaviors have not been as readily quantified in patients but are commonly measured in rodents using a progressive ratio breakpoint (PRB) schedule of reinforcement (Young and Markou, 2015) . These dysfunctional behaviors negatively affect a patient's quality of life and no medications have been approved for their treatment. Currently approved BD treatments are ineffective at treating such cognitive deficits (Burdick et al., 2012; Joffe et al., 1988; Mora et al., 2013) . In fact, one of the most commonly approved treatments, the mood stabilizer lithium, adversely affects certain aspects of cognition including learning and memory in healthy subjects (Stip et al., 2000) . Identifying treatments that can improve, or at least not impair, cognition in patients is, therefore, an important target for therapeutic development. These targets would more readily be identified with a better understanding of underlying mechanisms and the effects of current treatments on such abnormal behavior.
Some neurobiological mechanisms for BD have been proposed. For example, altered dopaminergic homeostasis may contribute to mania symptoms (van Enkhuizen et al., 2014a) . The dopamine transporter (DAT) regulates synaptic dopamine levels and polymorphisms in this gene have been associated with BD (Greenwood et al., 2006; Pinsonneault et al., 2011) . This polymorphism may result in reduced DAT levels (Horschitz et al., 2005) , as is observed in positron emission tomography imaging of unmedicated BD patients (Anand et al., 2011) . Reduced DAT levels slow the clearance of synaptic dopamine, allowing for greater metabolism of dopamine to HVA by monoamine oxidase (MOA) and catechol-O-methyl transferase (COMT) (Best et al., 2009 ). This mechanism likely drives the elevated homovanillic acid (HVA) levels seen in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of mania patients (Gerner et al., 1984) . Todate, it is unclear what effect chronic lithium has on neurotransmitter levels of organisms with reduced DAT function exhibiting mania-like behaviors. Although, in studies of rats with normal levels of DAT expression, lithium did not affect basal dopamine levels, but impaired dopamine release (Ferrie et al., 2005 (Ferrie et al., , 2006 .
In support of a possible mechanistic contribution of DAT to mania-relevant behaviors, mice with reduced DAT functioning exhibit abnormal exploratory profiles consistent with BD mania patients (Perry et al., 2009) . Specifically, mice treated with the selective DAT inhibitor GBR12909 (GBR) or with a genetic knockdown (KD) of DAT exhibited hyperactivity, increased specific exploration, and straighter movement through space consistent with BD mania patients in the cross-species behavioral pattern monitor (BPM) (Perry et al., 2009; Young et al., 2010a,b) . Chronic administration of the standard BD treatments valproate and lithium, at clinically therapeutic levels, to DAT KD and GBR-treated mice attenuated the hyperactivity of mice, without affecting their specific exploration, or straight-line movement (Queiroz et al., 2015; van Enkhuizen et al., 2013a; van Enkhuizen et al., 2015a,b) . These effects were similar to treatment-induced reduction of activity of mania patients . Furthermore, GBR treatment or genetic reduction of DAT increased risk taking (van Enkhuizen et al., 2013b; van Enkhuizen et al., 2014b) , motivation (Young and Geyer, 2010) , and motor impulsivity-like behavior (Loos et al., 2010) similar to aberrations observed in BD patients (van Enkhuizen et al., 2014b) . Apart from the reduced DAT in BD with links to similar behavioral abnormalities, the construct validity of this model has rarely been assessed. Hence, testing the behavior, treatment-reactivity, and neurochemistry of mice with reduced DAT function could provide predictive, and construct validity for this model of altered cognition and behavior that is relevant to mania. This assessment could then lead to the development of targeted therapeutics.
Here, we assessed the effect of the pharmacological (GBR) and genetic (KD) DAT inhibition on probabilistic reversal learning and effortful motivation in the PRLT and PRB test, respectively. We also determined the effects of chronic high doses of lithium on these behaviors. Additionally, we assessed the neurochemical profile of these mice treated with water or chronic lithium. We hypothesized that: (a) Chronic lithium would impair learning in the PRLT irrespective of DAT inhibition; (b) GBR-treated mice or DAT KD would exhibit impaired performance in the PRLT and increased rewardseeking/motivation-like behavior in the PRB; (c) Lithium would synergistically normalize BD-relevant behaviors induced by DAT reduction; and (d) DAT KD mice would exhibit elevated HVA consistent with mania patients (Gerner et al., 1984) , an effect remediated by lithium treatment.
Methods

Animals
C57BL/6J male mice (n ¼ 45) were purchased from Jackson Laboratories at 3 months old and male DAT KD mice and their WT littermates (n ¼ 55) aged 13 months and weighing between 22 and 29 g were used in this study. DAT heterozygous breeders backcrossed onto a C57BL/6 background for more than 10 generations were sent to the University of California San Diego (UCSD) from the University of Chicago (Zhuang et al., 2001 ). All DAT KD and WT mice used in this study resulted from heterozygous breeding pairs performed at UCSD. Mice were group housed (maximum 4/cage) and maintained in a temperature-controlled vivarium (21 ± 1 C) on a reversed day-night cycle (lights on at 19:00 h, off at 07:00 h) and tested during the dark phase between 08:00 h and 16:00 h. All mice had ad libitum access to water and were food-restricted to 85% of their free-feeding weight during periods of training and testing. All of the behavioral testing procedures were approved by the UCSD Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The UCSD animal facility meets all federal and state requirements for animal care and was approved by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.
Drug treatment
GBR12909 dihydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, USA) was dissolved in 0.9% saline vehicle after sonicating for 2e4 h at 40 C as described previously (Young et al., 2010a) . GBR12909 at 16 mg/kg dose based on previous publications (Loos et al., 2010; van Enkhuizen et al., 2013a; van Enkhuizen et al., 2013c; van Enkhuizen et al., 2015a,b) was administered by intraperitoneal injection 10 min prior to testing in a volume of 10 ml/kg. Lithium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, USA) was dissolved into the drinking water at 0.6 or 1.0 g/l and given for 10 days and 7 or 8 days for the DAT KD study PRLT and PRB respectively based on previous studies generating clinical therapeutic levels (Dehpour et al., 1995; Roybal et al., 2007; van Enkhuizen et al., 2015a,b) .
Training and testing
Training and testing took place in 15 five-hole operant chambers (25 Â 25 Â 25 cm; Med Associates, St. Albans, USA). During the first training phase (Hab1), mice were required to recognize magazine illumination and delivery of 30 ml strawberry milkshake as a reward and collect it every 15 s for 10 min (criterion was 30 collection responses per session for two consecutive days). During the second training phase (Hab2), mice were trained to holepoke into one of two lit holes to obtain the reward (criterion was 70 correct holepokes per session for two consecutive days). Once responding consistently, mice were baseline-matched on total responses prior to treatment and testing in PRLT or PRB.
Probabilistic reversal learning test (PRLT)
During the 60 min probabilistic learning test, the same two stimulus locations as during Hab2 training were presented, but with altered contingencies (Fig. 1A) . The target hole provided a high probability of reward (80%) and low probability (20%) of punishment (house light illumination for 4 s). The non-target hole provided a low probability of reward (20%) and high probability of punishment (80%). After 8 consecutive responses at the target hole, criterion was met and the target hole became the non-target hole and vice versa (reversals). The primary outcome measures of the task were total trials to criterion and number of reversals. Secondary outcome measures included % premature responses (% of times responding in a hole prior to stimuli presentation), and latency measures (target and non-target mean response latencies). Other secondary measures are described in Table 1 .
Progressive ratio breakpoint test (PRB)
During the 60 min progressive ratio breakpoint test, the mice had to make increasingly more holepokes in the central lit stimulus aperture in order to get a food reward. The number of holepokes required to gain a reward increased according to the following progression: 1, 2, 4, 7, 11, 16, 22, 29, 37, 46 , 56 and 67 as described previously (Young and Geyer, 2010) . To maintain responding, the mice had to respond three times at each ratio before moving to the next, receiving one reward each time (Fig. 1B) . The primary outcome measure of this task was the 'breakpoint', defined as the last ratio to be completed before the end of the session.
2.6. Experimental design 2.6.1. Effects of lithium on probabilistic reversal learning in GBRtreated C57BL/6 mice Once the C57BL/6 mice were fully trained on Hab2, a series of studies were conducted (Fig. 1C) . The mice were treated with either normal drinking water (vehicle; n ¼ 22) or drinking water with 0.6 g/l lithium (n ¼ 23). Mice continued Hab2 training until they were tested in the PRLT on day 10, at which point half of each group was injected with GBR 12909 (16 mg/kg) 10 min prior to testing. For a detailed overview of sample sizes, refer to Table 2 .
Effects of varied lithium doses on probabilistic reversal learning in C57BL/6 mice
After 10 days of Hab2 training without drug exposure, mice were baseline-matched into groups (based on Hab2 score and previous treatment), receiving vehicle (n ¼ 15), or lithium drinking water at 0.6 g/l (n ¼ 15), or 1.0 g/l (n ¼ 15), and tested in the PRLT on day 8. For a detailed overview of sample sizes, refer to Table 2. 2.6.3. Effects of chronic lithium on motivation (PRB) in GBR-treated C57BL/6 mice Finally, after 60 days without drug exposure and intermittent Hab2 training, the mice were again baseline-matched into groups receiving vehicle (n ¼ 22), or lithium 0.6 g/l (n ¼ 23), drinking water (based on Hab2 scores and previous treatments). Mice were tested in the PRB on day 10 during which half of each group received either vehicle, or GBR12909 (16 mg/kg) 10 min prior to testing. For a detailed overview of sample sizes, refer to Table 2 .
Effects of chronic lithium on probabilistic reversal learning of DAT mutant mice
After training DAT KD (n ¼ 27), and WT (n ¼ 28), mice to Hab2 criterion, they were baseline-matched on the number of training days to criterion. Half of these mice were then treated with lithium (1.0 g/l) or water for 7 days prior to testing in the PRLT. For a detailed overview of sample sizes, refer to Table 2 .
Effects of chronic lithium on motivation (PRB) of DAT mutant mice
After testing in the PRLT, DAT KD and WT mice were tested in Fig. 1 . Task schematics for Probabilistic Learning, Progressive Ratio Breakpoint, and the timeline of testing using C57BL/6 mice. Schematic representation of the probabilistic reversal learning paradigm (A). Mice can nose poke in one of two holes and will either be rewarded with strawberry milkshake or punished with a time-out period of 4s with the house light illuminated. Schematics describing the progressive ratio paradigm (B). Timeline of GBR 12909 (GBR) experiments using C57BL/6 mice (C). One group of mice (n ¼ 45) were tested twice on the PRLT, once in a lithium(Li)/GBR study, once in a Li dose response study, and once on the PRB in a Li/GBR study. Mice were trained on HAB2 in between indicated testing days, simply responding in either of the two lit holes for food rewards. Before each study, mice were baseline-matched based on their HAB2 scores.
the PRB the following day. For a detailed overview of sample sizes, refer to Table 2 .
Brain neurochemistry from high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
Fourteen-week-old DAT KD, WT male mice that were used in the previous experiment (n ¼ 32, Table 2 ) received lithium treatment at 1.0 g/l for 10 days before tissue collection. Mice were euthanized by cervical dislocation and the brain was rapidly dissected using a brain block, removing the frontal lobes (FL), caudate putamen (CPu), nucleus accumbens (NAcc), and hypothalamus (Hth). Tissue samples were frozen on dry ice and stored at À80 C. Catecholamines were measured by high performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection (Kesby et al., 2009 ). Brain tissues were homogenized in 0.1 M perchloric acid with 50 ng/ml deoxyepinephrine (internal standard) using probe sonication (Vibra-Cell, Sonics & Materials, CT, USA) and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was filtered by a 4 mm 0.22 mM nylon syringe filter (MicroSolv Technology Corporation, NJ, USA).
15 mL of sample was injected into the HPLC system, which consisted of an autosampler (Dionex UltiMate 3000, Thermo Scientific, CA, USA), an isocratic HPLC pump (Model 584, ESA Laboratories, MA, USA), a Sunfire C18 column, (4.6 mm Â 100 mm, 3 mm; Waters Corporation, MA, USA) and a Coulochem III (ESA Laboratories) electrochemical detector. The mobile phase consisted of a 12% acetonitrile/50 mM citric acid and 25 mM potassium dihydrogen phosphate buffer containing 1 mM EDTA and 1.4 mM octane sulfonic acid adjusted to pH 4.3 with phosphoric acid. Flow rate was 0.5 ml/min. An analytical cell (Model 5014B, ESA Laboratories) with the first and second electrodes maintained at À150 and þ300 mV, respectively, was used for detection. All data was stored and processed with Dionex Chromeleon software (version 7.2, Thermo Scientific). Data were quantified by calculating peak-area ratios of each compound compared to the internal standard and expressed as pg/mg wet tissue. The following neurotransmitters were identified and quantified: norepinephrine (NE), dopamine (DA), dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), HVA, 3-methoxytyramine (3MT), serotonin (5HT), and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5HIAA). Ratios of these were used to assess conversion of neurotransmitters and metabolites.
Statistical analyses
We first confirmed that all data was distributed normally and displayed equal variances. Stable performance during training was assessed using a repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) with days as a within-subject factor. The primary measures for each experiment were analyzed using a one-or two-way ANOVA, with lithium treatment, GBR12909, or genotype as between-subject variables. For the PRB analysis, mice were excluded from analyses if total trials completed were 0 or if the reaction times were more than 2 times the standard deviation away from the mean. HPLC studies were examined using a two-way ANOVA with genotype and lithium treatment as between-subjects factors for neurotransmitter and metabolite levels in each brain region. Tukey post hoc analyses of statistically significant main and interaction effects or a priori planned comparisons were performed where applicable, with Bonferroni corrections conducted for multiple comparisons. All data are reported as mean and standard error of the mean (S.E.M.). The level of probability for statistical significance was set at 0.05. All statistics were performed using SPSS (22.0, Chicago, USA). Probability of choosing the non-target after being rewarded from choosing the non-target Target Lose Shift Ratio Probability of choosing the non-target after being punished from choosing the target Non Target Loose shift Ratio Probability of choosing the target after being punished from choosing the non-target Mean Target Latency Mean latency to holepoke at the target hole Mean Non Target Latency Mean latency to holepoke at the non-target hole Mean Reward Latency Mean latency to collect food reinforcer after being rewarded % Premature Responses % of responses in a hole prior to stimuli presentation % Reward Perseveration % of continued responses in a hole after being rewarded % Punishment Perseveration % of continued responses in a hole after being punished Total trials Total number of trials performed during the session (60 min) 
DAT ¼ dopamine transporter; GBR ¼ GBR12909 (13 mg/kg); KD ¼ knockdown; PRBT ¼ progressive ratio breakpoint; PLT ¼ probabilistic reversal learning task; WT ¼ wildtype.
Results
Reward associated learning
3.1.1. Effects of chronic lithium alone To determine the effects of varying doses of chronic lithium on probabilistic reversal learning, C57BL/6 mice were pre-treated with lithium (0.6 or 1.0 g/l) for 8 days prior to testing in the PRLT (Fig. 1C) . There was a main effect of lithium for total trials to criterion (F (2,36) ¼ 5.0, p < 0.05; Fig. 2A ). No effect of lithium was observed for the number of reversals (F (2,36) ¼ 1.3, ns; Fig. 2B ). There was also a trend towards an effect of lithium on percentage premature responses (F (2,34) ¼ 2.6, p ¼ 0.09; Supplemental Table 1 ). Post hoc analyses revealed that lithium at 1.0 g/l increased trials to criterion compared to both vehicle and lithium at 0.6 g/l (p < 0.05), while those treated with 0.6 g/l did not differ from those given water (p > 0.05). Mice treated with lithium at 1.0 g/l exhibited a higher percentage of premature responses compared to mice treated with water (p < 0.05) but did not differ from mice treated with lithium at 0.6 g/l (p > 0.1). There was no effect of chronic lithium on the animals' weight (F < 1, ns) or general health appearance. For secondary measurements such as punishment or reward perseverance, see Supplemental Table 1 .
Effects of chronic lithium with or without GBR12909
In order to determine whether acute reduced DAT function interacted with lithium treatment, we pretreated C57BL/6 mice with lithium (0.6 g/l) or water for 10 days prior to GBR treatment and testing in the PRLT. There was no main effect of lithium, GBR, or an interaction between both on total trials to criterion (F < 1, ns; Fig. 2C ). For the number of reversals, there was a trend effect of lithium (F (1,39) ¼ 4.4, p ¼ 0.09) and a trend towards a lithium by GBR interaction (F (1,39) ¼ 3.2, p < 0.1; Fig. 2D ), but no main effect of GBR (F 2, ns). Post hoc planned comparison analyses revealed that GBRtreatment increased reversals compared to vehicle-treated mice when given water (p < 0.05) but this effect was blocked when pretreated with lithium (p < 0.05). There was a trend towards an effect of lithium on non-target latency (F (1, 39) ¼ 3.0, p ¼ 0.1) but no effect of GBR or any interaction for this measure (F < 1.4, ns.). There was a main effect of lithium on the mean reward latency (F (1,39) ¼ 4.6, p < 0.05) but no effect of GBR (F < 1, ns) or any interaction for this measure (F < 2.3, ns). For secondary measurements such as punishment or reward perseverance, see Supplemental Table 2 .
Effects of chronic lithium in DAT KD and WT mice
Mice with a chronic reduction in DAT levels (KD mice) were pretreated with lithium to determine whether either factor alone or interactively affected learning. There was no main effect of genotype on total trials to criterion (F < 1, ns), although there was a trend towards an effect of lithium on this measure (F (1,33) ¼ 3.6, p ¼ 0.07; Fig. 2E ) and there was no interaction between genotype and drug (F < 1, ns). For the number of reversals, there was also no effect of genotype (F < 1, ns) but a main effect of lithium was observed (F (1, 33) ¼ 12.8, p < 0.01; Fig. 2F ) as was an interaction between genotype and drug (F (1,33) ¼ 4.4, p < 0.05). Post hoc planned comparison analyses revealed that DAT KD mice treated with lithium needed more trials to reach criterion compared to DAT KD mice treated with vehicle (p < 0.05). This effect was not seen in WT mice (p > 0.1). Although KD mice exhibited more reversals than WT mice when treated with water, this effect was not significant. Likely as a result of higher reversals, lithium treatment significantly lowered reversals in KD mice compared to those treated with water (p < 0.05) but this effect was not seen in WT mice (p > 0.1). For secondary measurements such as punishment or reward perseverance, or latencies, see Supplemental Table 3 .
Effortful motivation 3.2.1. Effects of chronic lithium with or without GBR12909
Mice were pretreated with lithium prior to GBR12909-induced acute reduction of DAT function to determine whether their interaction affected motivation. A main effect of GBR was observed for breakpoint (F (1,33) ¼ 9.6, p < 0.01; Fig. 3A) , without an effect of lithium or interaction between both (F < 1, ns). A priori predicted analyses revealed that GBR treatment increased breakpoint in mice given water (p < 0.05), but not significantly in mice given lithium (p > 0.1).
Effects of chronic lithium in DAT KD and WT mice
The effects of lithium pretreatment on the motivation of mice with chronically reduced DAT levels were assessed using the PRB. A main effect of genotype was observed for breakpoint (F (1,50) ¼ 5.8, p < 0.05; Fig. 3B ) but no effect of lithium was observed (F < 1, ns) or interaction between genotype and drug (F < 1, ns). There was no effect of genotype on the cumulative reward latency (F < 1, ns) but there was a main effect of drug on this measure (F (1,50) ¼ 4.7, p < 0.05) and no interaction between genotype and drug (F < 1, ns). Although no interaction was observed a priori predicted analyses revealed that DAT KD mice exhibited a higher breakpoint when treated with lithium compared to WT mice treated with lithium (p < 0.05). This effect was not observed with water-treated mice however (p < 0.05). Lithium slowed the cumulative reward latency in both DAT KD and WT.
Brain neurochemistry
To determine possible mechanisms underlying the altered performance of DAT KD mice and the effects of lithium, we examined the neurotransmitter levels and metabolite ratios of DAT WT and KD mice treated with water or lithium. Specifically, we measured NE, dopamine, DOPAC, HVA, 3MT, 5HT, and 5HIAA in the FL, NAcc, CPu, and Hth.
Across almost every brain region, elevated levels of HVA were observed in DAT KD mice compared to WT mice: FL (F (1,27) ¼ 3.0, p ¼ 0.1), CPu (F (1,27) ¼ 39.6, p < 0.0001), NAcc (F (1,28) ¼ 23.5, p < 0.0001), and Hth (F (1,27) ¼ 8.4, p < 0.01). Additionally, decreased DOPAC/HVA ratios in DAT KD mice compared to DAT WT mice were observed in each brain region: FL (F (1,27) ¼ 26.3, p < 0.001), CPu (F (1,27) ¼ 43.8, p < 0.0001), NAcc (F (1,28) ¼ 18.3, p < 0.0001), and Hth (F(1,26) ¼ 4.3, p < 0.05). See Fig. 4 AeD.
Interestingly, lithium treatment did not interact with genotype in any region (F < 1, ns), although lithium treatment increased 5-HT (F (1,27) ¼ 4.7, p < 0.05) and NE (F (1,27) ¼ 4.7, p < 0.05) levels alone in the CPu. DOPAC/dopamine ratios were only elevated in the CPu (F (1,27) ¼ 13.0, p < 0.001) irrespective of drug treatment, likely due to the denser dopaminergic innervation in those regions compared with others. Other non-significant values and the mean ± SEM are detailed in Supplemental Table 4 .
Discussion
Consistent with our hypothesis and previous observations (Young and Geyer, 2010) , acute DAT inhibition by GBR12909 administration increased the reward-seeking behavior (motivation) of mice, as measured in the progressive ratio schedule of reinforcement and reflected in the breakpoint. This effect was modestly attenuated by lithium treatment. Overall, DAT KD mice also exhibited higher breakpoints compared to WT mice, although surprisingly this effect was potentiated by lithium treatment. In contrast to our expectations, GBR12909 increased the number of successful reversals achieved within a probabilistic reversal learning session reflective of enhanced cognitive performance. Chronic reduction of DAT, as seen in DAT KD mice, also resulted in increased number of completed reversals, although nonsignificantly. Interestingly, lithium moderately attenuated both DAT KD-and GBR12909-induced increases in reversal learning at clinically relevant treatment doses as reported in earlier studies (van Enkhuizen et al., 2015a,b) . Reducing DAT function also elevated HVA and reduced dopamine levels (DAT KD mice), an Fig. 2 . Effects of lithium alone and in combination with GBR12909 in C57BL/6 mice or in DAT WT and KD mice in the Probabilistic Reversal Learning Task. Lithium at 1 g/l increased the number of trials needed to reach criterion in C57BL/6 mice while lithium at 0.6 g/l did not change the number of trials to criterion compared to water treated mice (A). Lithium at 0.6 g/l and 1 g/l did not significantly reduced the number reversals made by C57BL/6 mice compared to water treated mice (B). GBR12909 (13 mg/kg) nor lithium had any significant effects on the number of trials to criterion (C). The number of reversals was greatly increased by GBR12909 treatment in water pre-treated mice. Lithium (0.6 g/l) blocked this increase in reversals (D). Treatment with lithium increased the number of trials needed to reach initial criterion in DAT KD mice but not in WT mice (E). Lithium treatment significantly lowered reversals in DAT KD mice compared to those treated with water but this effect was not seen in WT mice (F). Data are presented as mean ± S.E.M. *p < 0.05 when compared to vehicle. effect not blocked by lithium treatment, which elevated norepinephrine and serotonin levels. Importantly, lithium at its highest clinically relevant mania dose (1.0 g/l) impaired cognition (trials to criterion). These data support the interpretation that chronic lithium exerts main effects, impairing cognition in addition to attenuating the enhanced reversal learning of mice with reduced DAT functioning.
Probabilistic reversal learning in reduced DAT functioning mice
BD patients exhibit a variety of learning deficits (Dickstein et al., 2010; Pizzagalli et al., 2008) . We hypothesized that reducing DAT function via pharmacological (GBR12909) or genetic (DAT KD) means would impair probabilistic reversal learning performance. Indeed, patients with BD in a euthymic state exhibit poor PRLT performance (Dickstein et al., 2010; Gorrindo et al., 2005; McKirdy et al., 2009) . In contrast to our expectation however, acute, and to a degree, chronic DAT inhibition improved reversal learning in mice. Interestingly, in a probabilistic switching task, BD mania patients exhibited hypersensitivity to error rates during choice switching resulting in more frequent switches (Minassian et al., 2004) , and arguably better performance compared to healthy controls. These data may therefore reflect reduced DAT functioning that would induce a hyperdopaminergic state (Zhuang et al., 2001) , and could more rapidly induce adaptive shifting of behavior from nonrewarding to rewarding stimuli.
Amphetamine, a psychostimulant with combined norepinephrine transporter and DAT inhibition, enhanced learning in the PRLT . GBR12909 alone slightly increased the number of target wins stay ratios compared to vehicle treated animals in the current study while DAT KD mice did not exhibit any differences in win stay ratios (see Supplemental Tables 2 and 3 ). In an effortbased decision-making task, low doses of amphetamine increased motivation to gain high rewards in rats, while higher doses disrupted such decision making (Floresco et al., 2008) . Alternatively, amphetamine reduced cognitive effort in hard-working rats, but had no effect on low-working rats (Cocker et al., 2012) . The history of the effects of such dopamine-based psychostimulants on decision making is complex and often task-dependent (Orsini et al., 2015) . An 'inverted U-shaped' function of effect likely exists whereby small increases in dopamine can enhance cognition, whereas large increases in dopamine impair performance, termed the Yerkes-Dodson principle (Cohen, 2011) . The smaller procognitive effect in DAT KD mice compared to GBR12909-treated mice could reflect the modestly elevated extracellular dopamine (~25%) in rats at the dose of GBR 12909 used here (Weikop et al., 2007) , as opposed to DAT KD mice (~45%) compared to WT levels (Zhuang et al., 2001) . Further examination of dose response effects on PRLT combined with extracellular dopamine level analyses are required to test this hypothesis.
Previous studies using a Pavlovian association learning task also observed that learning for food was not enhanced nor impaired in DAT KD mice (Cagniard et al., 2006; Yin et al., 2006) . Cagniard and colleagues also observed that DAT KD mice learned operant tasks at the same or faster rates than their WT littermates (Cagniard et al., 2006; Hironaka et al., 2004) . When complex high punishment and reward rules are included such as in the mouse IGT however, mice with reduced DAT exhibited impaired learning (van Enkhuizen et al., 2014b) . Similarly, patients with BD also exhibit deficient learning in the IGT (Anand et al., 2011; van Enkhuizen et al., 2014b) , driven by a preference for high rewards irrespective of punishment (van Enkhuizen et al., 2014b ), yet BD patients exhibit enhanced learning in simpler paradigms (Higier et al., 2014) . These studies reflect therefore, that enhanced simpler learning, yet impaired complex feedbackbased decision making with varied reward/punishments seen in BD patients, can be recreated by reducing DAT function in mice.
Motivation in reduced DAT functioning mice
In addition to altered learning rates, patients with BD also exhibit increased motivation and reward-seeking/goal-oriented behaviors. In fact, increased goal-seeking activity is used as diagnostic criterion for mania (Fulford et al., 2015) . Multiple studies have shown that reducing DAT functioning and hence elevating striatal dopamine levels by pharmacological or genetic means increases rodents' effortful motivation for food (Cagniard et al., 2006; Sommer et al., 2014) . In contrast, reduced motivation is observed during periods of depression in patients compared with healthy subjects (Treadway and Zald, 2011) , and may result from reduced striatal dopamine levels (Salamone and Correa, 2012) . The present findings confirm that reducing DAT function increases breakpoint in a progressive ratio breakpoint study (Cagniard et al., 2006; Young and Geyer, 2010) . Increased levels of dopamine, particularly in the nucleus accumbens, elevate motivation for food (Pecina et al., 2003) , and micro-infusion of amphetamine into the nucleus accumbens in non-food-deprived rats elevated the rats' breakpoint for food (Zhang et al., 2003) . Interestingly, amphetamine only increased the breakpoint of rats trained to respond for food rewards, indicating that amphetamine did not immediately induce learning but increased motivation, with the increased dopamine increasing the salience of stimuli previously associated with reward (Hanlon et al., 2004) . Such reward-associative behaviors could be important for cognitive training in psychiatric patients (Acheson et al., 2013) , and may be mediated by dopamine D 1 receptors in the nucleus accumbens (or prefrontal cortex) because a reduction in breakpoint for cocaine reward was observed when D 1 antagonists were directly administered in these regions Roberts, 1993, 1995; Nicola and Deadwyler, 2000) . Considering that reduced dopamine D 1 receptor expression attenuated the hyper-motivating effects of DAT inhibition (Young and Geyer, 2010) , future studies could examine whether antagonism of dopamine D 1 receptors could also block DAT inhibition-induced hypermotivation.
The interactive effects of reduced DAT function and lithium pretreatment
Cognitive dysfunction in patients with BD correlates closely with their functional outcome, that is their ability to live independently (Green, 2006) . Unfortunately, most studies are conducted in individuals who are on medications such as lithium, with few cognitive studies conducted in medication-free patients (Chandler et al., 2009; Soeiro-de-Souza et al., 2012) . It is therefore difficult to dissociate causal from confounding effects. Rodent studies enable the examination of the effects of chronic lithium treatment alone and in combination with putative mechanisms underlying the disease. In the present study, lithium at 1.0 g/l exerted deleterious effects on probabilistic reversal learning performance, increasing the number of trials taken to attain initial criterion. This dose resulted in desired serum levels for the clinical treatment of BD mania (van Enkhuizen et al., 2015a,b) . It is unlikely that putative toxic effects at this high serum level interacted with performance given that the body weight of mice was unaffected. These data contrast with other studies whereby giving chronic lithium chow to rats enhanced simpler aspects of learning such as spatial holeboard and delayed alternation learning (Nocjar et al., 2007; Sharifzadeh et al., 2007) . In that study the given lithium dose resulted in lower serum levels (low end of clinical maintenance) that are usually not used in mania treatment, which did not affect performance alone in the present study (0.6 g/l). Furthermore, reduced weight in the rats may have encouraged their learning of appetitive tasks, whereas lithium did not affect weight in the current study. Hence, at therapeutic doses, lithium impairs normal probabilistic reversal learning in mice.
Although lower lithium treatment dose (0.6 g/l) did not affect learning, it did attenuate GBR-induced enhancement of reversal learning. Indeed, lithium can negatively affect cognitive performance in patients with BD (Pachet and Wisniewski, 2003; Wingo et al., 2009) , as well as healthy subjects (Judd et al., 1977; Stip et al., 2000) . These results highlight the possible major limitations of current BD treatments in that; a) dysfunctional cognitive performance often remains untreated; b) current treatments may impair cognition alone; and c) these treatments could block any baseline enhanced performance patients experience, decreasing treatment compliance which is a major problem. The long-term cognitive effects of such treatments have yet to be tested, but such studies are required in combination with mechanistic studies that might remediate the effects of reduced DAT functioning.
Chronic lithium treatment also exerted some effects on motivational behavior. Similar to lithium blockade of GBR-induced enhancement of learning, lithium only exerted attenuating effects in GBR-induced increased motivation. This limitation of effect, not affecting saline-treated mice, is likely why no significant interaction between GBR and lithium treatments was observed. These data provide some support for the potential pharmacological predictive validity of this model for hedonic/hyper-motivated behavior seen in BD mania patients, consistent with its effects of attenuating manialike exploratory behavior of GBR-treated mice (van Enkhuizen et al., 2014b) .
The precise mechanism(s) of the apparent effect of lithium on DAT-manipulated mice remains unclear. Lithium treatment can suppress phasic dopamine release (Fortin et al., 2016) , which could be a result from lithium chloride-induced cation leakage from the DAT (Borre et al., 2014) . It is perhaps this mechanism of lithiuminduced leakage that results in the long-term increase in DAT levels. Few interactive studies between reduced DAT functioning and chronic lithium effects have been conducted to-date however, and our current study did not reveal any specific interactions on neurochemistry.
Brain neurochemistry in DAT mutants treated with lithium or water
While recreating the mania-like profile of mice e and the effects of BD treatments e in cross-species tasks remain important, delineating the neural mechanisms that underlie altered behavior is also vital for treatment development. Here, we observed elevated HVA levels of DAT KD compared to WT mice were observed across all four brain regions assessed (FL, CPu, NAc, and Hth -significantly in the latter 3 regions), consistent with elevated CSF of BD mania patients. Additionally, the HVA/dopamine ratio was significantly higher in KD mice compared to WT in all four brain regions while dopamine levels and the DOPAC/HVA ratio were significantly lower in striatal regions (CPu and NAc). Considering that the vast majority of dopamine in the brain is located intra-neuronally (Best et al., 2009) , the lower dopamine levels of DAT KD mice likely arose from altered homeostatic control of dopamine production given reduced DAT clearance mechanisms. These data support the importance of evaluating multiple levels of dopamine clearance.
With reduced dopamine clearance via DAT, KD mice generate HVA at higher rates than WT mice. These findings are consistent with elevated HVA levels in the cerebro-spinal fluid of BD mania, but not schizophrenia or depressed patients (Gerner et al., 1984; Koslow et al., 1983) , providing construct validity for reduced DAT functioning as a model of mania . HVA is generated as a result of COMT-and/or MAO-mediated degradation of dopamine to DOPAC or 3-MT, then to HVA (Best et al., 2009) . Elevated levels of HVA after DAT KD are understandable since dopamine is not scavenged back into the neuron as readily by the DAT. This heightened HVA generation in DAT KD mice could also subsequently cause an increase in the amount of toxic oxygen radicals that are produced during the conversion of dopamine into DOPAC by MAO, and of 3-MT into HVA by MAO. It is possible therefore, that the oxidative stress in the brains of DAT KD mice could deleteriously affect brain function and contribute to the behavioral differences observed between DAT KD and WT mice. Lithium did not reverse this DAT KD-induced elevation of HVA. Instead, lithium treatment elevated 5-HT and NE in the CPu (Supplemental Table 4 ). These data therefore support our behavioral evidence here and elsewhere (van Enkhuizen et al., 2015a,b) , that chronic lithium may not be the optimal strategy for reversing behavioral deficits that result from reduced DAT function, exerting only modest effects altering behavior.
Conclusions
Reducing DAT function in mice recreates behaviors relevant to BD mania, including increased motivation and more adaptive reversal learning between choices. Additionally, lithium treatment impaired learning of mice at clinically relevant doses and exerted only modest treatment effects on mice with reduced DAT functioning, i.e., lithium attenuated the enhanced motivation and reversal learning of mice with reduced DAT functioning. Lithium did not attenuate the elevated HVA of DAT KD mice however. Hence, lithium-induced changes in behavior may have been driven by elevating serotonin and norepinephrine levels. Additionally, these data provide further construct validity for the DAT KD mice as a model of mania given that elevated HVA levels are also observed in BD mania patients. Considering pro-cognitive therapeutics have yet to be developed for BD, reducing DAT function and assessing the consequences of putative therapeutics in cross-species relevant cognitive tests could be a useful model in the future.
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